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Strategic Competence:
Teaching Children to Use a
Research-based Strategy for
Problem Solving
Naomi Church, Program Specialist
Florida Diagnostic and Learning Resources System (FDLRS)
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Strategies for Teaching Problem Solving Skills
HO 1-10
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Strategy Training
Research shows that strategy training is helpful for
students with learning disabilities when they learn
mathematical concepts and procedures.
Ensure that steps are modeled and that students are
provided with many opportunities to practice.
Keep the chart visually displayed so the information is
easily accessible to the students.
Use an evidence-based strategy!
R-7
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The Research…
Fortunately, strategy instruction has been found to be
effective for elementary students (Mercer & Miller,
1992a; Smith & Alley, 1981; Sugai & Smith, 1986;
Willott, 1982); junior high students (Bennett, 1982; Case,
Harris, & Graham, 1992; Montague, 1992; Montague,
Applegate, & Marquard, 1993; Rivera & Smith, 1988);
high school students (Hutchinson, 1993; Montague &
Bos, 1986); and college students (Zawaiza & Gerber,
1993) with LD. So, regardless of age, teaching specific
strategies for learning mathematics appears to provide
students with the necessary tools to succeed.

Karen S. Karp,
Sarah B. Bush,
and Barbara J.
Dougherty
R-6
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What is the fundamental
message the kids get?
Don’t read the problem
•

Don’t imagine the situation

•

Ignore the context

•

Abandon your prior knowledge

•

Just grab those numbers and compute

Arthur Hyde
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TINS

John had 14 marbles in his left pocket.
He had 37 marbles in his right pocket.
How many marbles did John have?

Owens, 2003

HO 2-12
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Mnemonics = .45
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I Do
Gavin bought 6 plastic animals. The next day, he got 11
more animals for his birthday. How many animals does he
have now?
Thought: +
Information: 6 animals, 11 animals
Number Sentence: 6 + 11 =
Solution Sentence: Gavin has 17 animals in his collection.
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Thought

Eliana collected 26
princess stickers. She
shared 9 with her BFF
Chloe. How many
stickers does Eliana
still have in her
collection?
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Word ProblemEliana collected 26 princess stickers. She shared 9
with her BFF Chloe. How many stickers does Eliana
still have in her collection?
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We Do
Molly has 15 teddy
bears. She wants to
share the bears
equally between
herself, Elizabeth and
Will. How many
teddy bears will each
person get?
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Information

Number
Sentence

Solution
Sentence
Eliana is
26 stickers 26 – 9 = Eliana still has
giving some Shared 9 with
17 stickers in
to her friend her friend
her collection.
so I think
subtraction.

We Do

Thought

Information

Number
Sentence

Sharing
equally makes
me think of
division or
repeated
subtraction.

15 teddy
bears, 3
people

15/3 =

Solution
Sentence
Each person
will get 5
bears.

Word ProblemMolly has 15 teddy bears. She wants to share the
bears equally between herself, Elizabeth and Will.
How many teddy bears will each person get?
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You Do
Make up your own word problem using TINS.

TINS
Workbooks

https://padlet.com/naomi_church/TINSProblems

It’s Elementary!
275 Math Word
Problems
by: M.J. Owen
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NON EXAMPLE
Given instructional level math word
problems and a math keyword sheet,
Anna will solve the problems using the
keywords with 80% accuracy, by
October 2018.

Tips about IEP Goals
related to problem solving
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NON EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

Given grade level math word
problems, a CUBES strategy
chart (C-Circle the numbers, UUnderline the question, B-Box
keywords, E-Eliminate extra
information, S- Solve showing
your work), and highlighters,
Barbara will determine the
operation and strategy required
to solve the problem and will
solve correctly in 4 out 5
opportunities by December 2018.
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When given a multi-step math
problem, Rhonda will identify the
appropriate operation(s) to solve the
math problem, when cued, with 80%
accuracy in 4/5 trials by November of
2018.
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Instructional Decisions
• Effective teaching strategies consider both
what to teach and how to teach it.
• Making good decisions about the how and
what will increase student progress.
• It is critical that the instruction be matched to
the needs of the student.
• Student needs are determined by data.
• Instructional / intervention decisions are
always based on review and analysis of
student data.
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